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Looks ugly, tastes delicious

A Pacific grenadier swims in 10,000-feet-deep water in Monterey Canyon. (Courtesy of Monterey Bay Aquarium
Research Institute)

By Amy McDermott, newsroom@montereyherald.com, @amygmcdermott on

Twitter
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Monterey >> Monterey Peninsula students are eating an ugly, overlooked fish, which in turn helps

reduce seafood waste.

The “Bay2Tray” program sources inexpensive locally caught Pacific grenadier for cafeteria lunches in

the Monterey Peninsula Unified School District. The program is part of the “California Thursdays”

initiative, using California-grown ingredients in school lunches, once a week.

To afford higher-quality food, the district had to stretch its dollars. “This is where grenadier comes in,”

said Maria Finn, director of Marketing and Member Services at Real Good Fish in Moss Landing. Real

Good Fish collaborated with Jennifer Gerard, director of Nutrition Services for the school district.

Gerard approached Real Good Fish about local species, said founder and CEO Alan Lovewell. “We said,

‘let’s talk about it and see what that would look like,’ and realized we could use this species specifically

to meet that need.”

The Pacific grenadier is a great choice, but by most accounts a very unattractive animal. Known as the

“deepwater squirrel” to local fishermen, its long snakelike tail and bulging eyes aren’t very appetizing,

but it is abundant in the Monterey Bay. The white meat filets are mild and flaky with a texture like

orange roughy, explained Lovewell. The Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch lists Pacific grenadier

as a “good alternative” to “best choice” options like farmed barramundi and Arctic char.

Moss Landing fishermen, out for black cod and other finfish, haul grenadier in accidentally. They sell

other species whole for export to Asia or to local markets, but the homely grenadier looks especially bad

in port.

The change in pressure from its deepwater habitat to the surface leaves its eyes and belly bulging, so

nobody wants to buy it. Fishermen can’t just throw the grenadier back because the change in pressure is

deadly, explained Lovewell. Without a market, the doomed fish are thrown out — a complete waste.

Monterey Peninsula Unified School District and Real Good Fish are changing that by buying up bycatch
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from five longline fishermen in Moss Landing. They send the grenadier to Del Mar Seafood in

Watsonville, where it’s processed into frozen boneless filets.

Cafeteria cooks “do not get the whole fish!” laughs Finn. “It would probably freak them out.” Right now

the filets are used in tacos and chili-lime-encrusted fish and chips. “We’ve heard they’re more popular

than pizza,” said Lovewell.

What’s next on the cafeteria menu? Chef Charles Phan of San Francisco restaurant The Slanted Door

has adapted his signature recipe — clay pot chicken in ginger onion sauce over rice — for cafeteria

grenadier, said Finn.

Students and teachers are

understandably happy with the change.

“When we serve higher-quality food,

the kids are more respectful waiting in

line,” said Gerard in a prepared

statement. “I don’t know if it’s because

they feel more respected or if better

food simply demands a certain level of

respect.”

Lovewell says the new lunches offer

more than good food. “We are teaching

the kids, yeah sure the fish is ugly, but at the end of the day that’s not its value,” he said. “Its value is that

it’s delicious and good food and a part of the ocean.”
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